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Abstract
Categorising tasks is a common pursuit in the visualisation research community, with a wide variety of taxonomies, typologies,
design spaces, and frameworks having been developed over the last three decades. While these classifications are universally
purported to be useful in both the design and evaluation processes and in guiding future research, remarkably little attention
has been paid to how these frameworks have—and can be—constructed and evaluated. In this paper we review the task
classification literature and report on current practices in construction and evaluation. We consider the stages of task
classification construction and identify the associated threats to validity arising at each stage and in response to the different
methods employed. We provide guidance on suitable validation approaches in order to mitigate these threats. We also consider
the appropriateness of evaluation strategies according to the different aspects of the classification which they evaluate. In so
doing, we seek to provide guidance for developers of classifications in determining appropriate construction and evaluation
strategies when developing a classification, and also for those selecting between competing classifications for use in the design
and evaluation processes.
Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): H.5.2 [Information Interfaces and Presentation]: User Interfaces—
Evaluation/methodology, Theory and methods
1. Introduction
Categorising tasks is an increasingly common pursuit in visuali-
sation research, with a variety of taxonomies, typologies, design
spaces, frameworks, and models having been developed over the
last three decades. These classifications have been used to pre-empt
and make sense of both peoples’ aims and intentions, and the ever
increasing body of work relating to visualisation tools, techniques,
and systems. In particular, the usefulness of these classifications in
the design and evaluation processes is widely accepted. However,
while evaluation practices have also become a topic of increasing
interest in the visualisation community e.g. [LBI∗11, IIC∗13], very
little has been written regarding the evaluation of formal models
such as task classifications.
Given the increasing number of task classifications being devel-
oped, recent work has been devoted to unifying the wide range of
extant classifications (e.g. [BM13,SNHS13] ) and teasing apart the
terminology surrounding the use of the word ‘task’ ( [RAW∗15]),
a term agreed to be “deeply overloaded” [Mun09]. However, very
little attention has so far been given to the construction and evalua-
tion practices involved in developing task classifications. While we
would expect a publication demonstrating a new visualisation tech-
nique or system to include some form of evaluation with respect
to its utility, performance, and limitations, this does not appear to
be the case when newly developed classifications are reported. Fur-
ther, while much work reflects on and provides guidance relating
to appropriate design and evaluation practices when developing vi-
sualisation systems and techniques (e.g. [LBI∗11, IIC∗13, Mun09,
MSM12,SMM12]), analogous guidance for developing task classi-
fications does not exist. This is surprising, given that measuring the
effectiveness of classifications has been recognised as a difficult
problem [YKSJ07], and the benefits of evaluating classifications
are comparable to those of evaluating systems, including identi-
fying areas for improvement resulting in better classifications, con-
vincing potential adopters of the validity and utility of the approach
(particularly important for more complex classifications which may
require significant effort to adopt), and helping adopters select be-
tween competing classifications.
This paper therefore seeks to act as a first step in filling this gap,
by offering a review of the literature relating to construction and
evaluation practices when developing task classifications. We begin
with an outline of the method used in our literature review (Section
2) and a discussion of the range of terminology surrounding task
classifications (Section 3). In Section 4 we consider the intended
uses of task classifications in visualisation. In Section 5 we look at
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the main stages of task classification construction and identify the
associated threats to validity arising at each stage and in response
to the different methods employed, along with strategies for their
mitigation. In Section 6 we explore existing evaluation practices by
distinguishing what is being evaluated (construction method, prop-
erties of the classification, intended use), and then consider evalua-
tion methods in relation to these aspects.
2. Method
We used Rind et al.’s [RAW∗15] list of 31 abstract task categori-
sations as the basis for our review of the literature. Three of these
publications [Mac95, TC05, SM13] were not available to us. We
considered [Mun14] and [BSIM14] together, as the discussion re-
lating to the construction and evaluation of this classification is
presented in [BSIM14]. The literature was reviewed with regard
to (1) terminology employed, (2) the intended uses of classifica-
tions, (3) the construction methods employed, (4) the aspects of
classifications that were evaluated, and (5) the methods employed
in evaluating these aspects. A table summarising the construction
approaches and evaluation methods employed by each classifica-
tion is included in the supplemental material. In our discussions we
also draw on literature relating to the visualisation design process
and evaluation practices, where appropriate.
3. Classification terminology
We use classification as an umbrella term to describe a construct in
which items are collected together and grouped in some meaningful
way. However, many terms are used in the visualisation literature
to describe task classifications.
Lists of tasks are often offered in the visualisation literature.
When referred to in this way, these are usually intended to be non-
exhaustive illustrations of exemplar or common tasks, which may
or may not be grouped into categories (e.g. [AS05]). The terms ty-
pology and taxonomy tend to indicate a more rigorous process of
categorisation has been followed, and are often used interchange-
ably in the literature. However, Bailey [Bai94] distinguishes them
on the grounds that a taxonomy is empirical (a set of extant en-
tities are grouped according to their similarity to produce a clas-
sification), while a typology is conceptual (a classification is con-
structed a priori using multiple conceptual dimensions; the result-
ing categories represent concepts rather than empirical cases). Such
classifications are used in the visualisation literature to describe
and bring order to the range of tasks and visual techniques. Bai-
ley [Bai94] also describes the case where the independent dimen-
sions of a classification are combined to form a property space. In
the visualisation literature, this idea—often termed design space—
is becoming increasingly common [SNHS13]. The intended use
of a design space is not simply as a means to classify existing
items, but to map ‘the space of the possible’ [SNHS13], reveal-
ing potential items which may not yet exist. As such, it can be
used as a generative method to specify novel visualisation tech-
niques (e.g. [SHS11, JE12, KKC14]) or previously unconsidered
tasks (e.g. [SNHS13, KKC15]). We discuss these uses further in
Section 4.3.
Task classifications are often used to characterise systems ac-
cording to the tasks they support in order to help make compar-
isons between systems when selecting appropriate visual tools (e.g.
[LPP∗06, APS14]). An extension of this idea are task-technique
mappings or catalogues (e.g. [WL90,KKCG15]) which take a task
classification and map to each category the visual techniques for
their support. These are often intended to provide a useful inven-
tory of appropriate techniques for use during the design process,
and like design spaces, can help point to opportunities for research
by identifying as yet unsupported tasks which could benefit from
the development of appropriate visual techniques.
4. The Role of Classifications in Visualisation
Classifications of tasks and techniques play a number of useful
roles in visualisation, including providing an overview of work in
the field, and revealing potential research opportunities. Perhaps
the most widely cited use of classifications in the visualisation lit-
erature is their employment in the design and evaluation processes.
However, exactly how classifications can be utilised in these pro-
cesses is not well documented. The following seeks to clarify the
multiple ways in which classifications can be of use in visualisa-
tion.
4.1. Role in communication
Perhaps the most fundamental benefit of classifications is that they
provide a common vocabulary to describe both analytical tasks and
the means by which they can be achieved (objectives and actions,
respectively, to use the language of Rind et al. [RAW∗15]). Hav-
ing an agreed upon language allows researchers to communicate
more effectively, reducing misunderstanding [SSS∗14, SNHS13].
As will be discussed further below, using classifications which
present tasks in a consistent and abstract manner to describe the
domain specific tasks of users, and the functionality of systems and
tools from across domains and application scenarios, offers many
benefits in the design and evaluation processes. Describing tasks
in an abstract rather than domain specific manner also allows us
to generalise when situating and communicating the results of re-
search. For example, Lee et al. [LPP∗06] suggest the use of their
classification in helping evaluators generalise results collected in a
series of controlled experiments. Sedlmair et al. [SMM12] note the
need to present clear abstractions of tasks when reporting on design
studies, so that the bare minimum of domain knowledge is required
to understand them. Similarly, Rind et al. note the use of abstract
tasks when setting context in case studies. Using the recognised
terminology of task classifications can be particularly beneficial in
these circumstances.
4.2. Making sense of what’s out there
Classifications can help us make sense of what already exists in
our research area. They provide a useful means for bringing order
to the range of user intentions and existing visualisation systems,
tools, and techniques, often from across a wide range of domains.
They can act as an entry point for researchers new to an area, in
a manner similar to review and survey papers. All of the papers in
this review can be said to be of use for this purpose.
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4.3. Identifying what’s not out there
Schulz et al. [SNHS13] describe how design spaces can be used
to identify “the space of the possible”. A design space maps out
the “universe of all possible design choices” [SHS11] and can be
constructed by combining the independent dimensions of a taxon-
omy to produce all possible variants. Design spaces have been used
to map the space of the possible for both visual techniques e.g.
[SHS11, JE12, KKC14] and tasks e.g. [APS14, SNHS13, KKC15].
By mapping existing techniques to the possibilities identified in a
technique design space, as-yet unexplored techniques may emerge,
which could prove interesting opportunities for further research
e.g. [SHS11, KKC14]. Further, visual techniques can be mapped
to a task design space according to the categories of tasks which
they support, to establish which tasks are currently addressed by
existing techniques, and reveal areas which could benefit from fur-
ther research e.g. [APS14, KKCG15]. In this way, mapping tech-
niques to the ‘space of the possible’ can help guide the focus of
future system development and encourage the pursuit of novel re-
search questions [APS14]. Such a mapping could also help signpost
opportunities for evaluation, as it identifies the case where multi-
ple techniques support the same task: these techniques are poten-
tial candidates for use in controlled experiments to establish which
techniques are the most effective in their support.
4.4. Use in the Design Process
Several authors note the role which task classifications can play in
systematising the design process. Both Amar and Stasko [AS05]
and Sedig and Parsons [SP13] assert that classifications can act as
a systematic basis for thinking about the design process, while the
use of classifications as a “checklist” of items to consider when de-
signing visualisation tools is proposed by [AS05,HS12,LRAM12].
Classifications of tasks and techniques can be gainfully em-
ployed at multiple stages of the design process. One well known
model of the visualisation design process is Munzner’s nested
model [Mun09]. The following considers the use of classifications
in the first three stages of this model.
4.4.1. Task Understanding
Understanding which analytical tasks an analyst may wish to carry
out is a non-trivial problem and a key component at the domain
problem characterisation stage. In a typical design scenario, van
Wijk [vW06] notes that visualisation researchers must spend time
and effort bridging ‘the knowledge gap’ between themselves and
the domain expert, in order to effectively understand the problem
in what is potentially an unfamiliar domain with its own terminol-
ogy. Generative methods [MMAM14] for eliciting possible tasks of
interest can be roughly grouped into three strategies: deriving tasks
in an analytical fashion, for example, by reviewing relevant litera-
ture; talking to domain experts, for example, through interviews or
brainstorming sessions in focus groups; observing people at work,
either using existing visualisation tools or the methods they cur-
rently employ.
As discussed further in Section 5.1.1, each of these strategies has
limitations when eliciting tasks. One use for task classifications is
in supporting the generative phase of task understanding in order
to mitigate some of the problems in the strategies outlined above.
For example, they may act as a useful means upon which to base
discussions with domain experts. By setting out the range of poten-
tial tasks of interest, they may overcome known problems associ-
ated with simply asking people to introspect. They may also help
to keep the discussions focussed on tasks; one pitfall identified by
Sedlmair et al. [SMM12] at this stage of the design process is al-
lowing experts to focus on possible visualisation solutions, rather
than explaining their problems. Potentially they may act as a useful
bridge in the knowledge gap, presenting a collection of domain in-
dependent tasks from which concrete domain tasks can be derived.
Finally, using a task classification in this way may help with task
specification at a consistent level of granularity and abstraction.
Note that there are relatively few examples of task classifications
being used at this stage in the design process. One example is Ahn
et al. [APS14], who demonstrate how their task design space could
be used as a generative method to help in the discovery of new tasks
at the task understanding stage i.e. those tasks that analysts had not
thought of during a requirements gathering process.
4.4.2. Data/operation Abstraction Design
Once concrete, domain specific tasks have been captured, the
data/operation abstraction stage requires that they be translated into
the language of information visualisation. The resulting set of ab-
stract tasks (operations) is used as the basis for selecting visual en-
codings at the encoding/interaction technique design stage. Task
classifications can be utilised at this stage to describe domain tasks
in appropriate abstract terms [RAW∗15], for example, Brehmer
et al. propose using their classification as a “lexicon for coding”
observed tasks. The process of abstraction reveals similarities be-
tween tasks that may initially appear to be rather different [Mun14].
This allows them to be meaningfully grouped together, thus cate-
gories of frequently occurring tasks can be identified. This can be
useful when determining which tools to include when developing a
system at the next stage of the design process.
4.4.3. Encoding/interaction Technique Design
Visual technique classifications can be of assistance in revealing
the range of potential design solutions at the encoding/interaction
technique design stage. They can be divided into those that cat-
egorise the range of visual representations of the data, and those
that deal with interaction [SNHS13]. They may classify techniques
according to algorithms used [TM04], data structure e.g. [Shn96,
LBAL09, HBO10], similarity of encodings e.g. [JE12, SHS11], or
task support (either visual operations e.g. [YKSJ07, HS12], or user
intention e.g. [WL90, MMC02]). However, where task support is
not the basis on which the classification is made, a mapping be-
tween the technique categories and the tasks which they support is
required for the classifications to be of assistance in directly help-
ing designers to select appropriate tools for inclusion in their sys-
tems. Wehrend and Lewis [WL90], were among the first to propose
a “problem-oriented approach” to tool classification, categorising
scientific visualisation techniques according to the sub-problems
(tasks) and objects supported. This results in a task-technique “cat-
alogue”, which designers can use to look up potential visual so-
lutions according to the problems for which they are trying to de-
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sign. A particular advantage of the catalogue approach is that it pro-
vides a way to share visual solutions to similar problems across dis-
parate application domains. Developing such task-technique map-
pings were also thought to be the first step towards automated sys-
tem design [WL90, CR96].
Direct mappings between tasks and techniques for use in tool se-
lection, however, may not always be possible or appropriate. Rind
et al. [RAW∗15] note the use of guidelines translating between
abstract objectives and abstract actions, citing Andrienko and An-
drienko [AA06] who, given the intentionally generic nature of their
task framework, derive a set of general principles which can be
utilised when designing exploratory tools. Roth [Rot13] also notes
the use of task classifications in the generation of design guidelines.
The importance of including process and provenance functional-
ity in visual analysis systems, such as those described by [HS12],
has recently been highlighted in the visualisation literature, and
task classifications can play a role in identifying tasks for this
purpose. Gotz and Zhou [GZ09] and von Landesberger et al.
[vLFB∗14] develop task classifications with this purpose in mind.
Rind et al. [RAW∗15] offer a more detailed discussion of the inte-
gration of tasks in visualisation artefacts.
4.5. Use in Evaluation
An often-cited motivation for developing task classifications is their
use in the evaluation process. They can be of use when selecting
representative tasks for use in experiments, acting as a “check-
list” covering the range of possible tasks for inclusion, in a man-
ner similar to that of the design process (Section 4.4). Brehmer et
al. [BSIM14] outline potential uses of their characterisation of task
sequences in four of Lam et al.’s [LBI∗11] empirical evaluation
scenarios: as a lexicon for coding observations when understand-
ing working practices (as described in Section 4.4.2); to inform the
design of experimental procedures when evaluating user perfor-
mance; when specifying tasks for use when evaluating user expe-
rience, either as instructions in experiments or when constructing
questionnaires and interview questions relating to user experience;
and when coding observed behaviour when evaluating visual data
analysis and reasoning.
The primary use of task classifications for evaluation purposes
that we found in our review was their use in characterising systems
in terms of task support. This allows evaluators to assess individual
systems in terms of their capabilities and limitations e.g. [SSS∗14],
or make comparisons across multiple systems e.g. [AS05,SNHS13,
SSS∗14, AMA∗14, LPP∗06].
5. Classification Construction
There are a number of ways in which classifications can be con-
structed, although little reflection on the processes involved is to
be found in the visualisation literature. Schulz et al. [SNHS13]
consider the process of establishing recurring visualisation tasks
and their description. They also discuss the consolidation of ex-
isting works. Building on this, Kerracher et al. [KKC15] identify
three main steps in constructing a task classification: (1) gener-
ate the tasks, (2) collate and order them, (3) describe them. This
most closely describes a taxonomic approach to classification con-
struction, where a set of existing items are gathered and grouped
together based on their similarity. In contrast, what we refer to as
conceptual approaches to classification construction—such as ty-
pologies and design spaces, as outlined in Section 3—begin with
a set of important characteristics upon which tasks can be distin-
guished. In this case, rather than gathering a set of tasks, a set of
conceptual dimensions are identified and used as the basis of classi-
fication construction. While these may need to be ordered in some
way, the same process of rationalisation of tasks into categories re-
quired by step (2) of the taxonomic approach is not necessary. Some
form of description of the resultant categories is still required, al-
though for design spaces, the combination of choices along each
dimension often serves to suitably define the category.
Different threats to validity arise from the different approaches
that can be taken at each stage of classification construction, which
consequently require different approaches to validation. We there-
fore reviewed the construction methods adopted by the task classi-
fications surveyed, and comment on the potential threats to validity
and appropriate validation approaches in each case. Our discussion
here is largely based around the three steps in taxonomic construc-
tion. The discussion of each step is summarised in Tables 1, 2, and
3. We include a discussion specific to conceptual approaches to-
wards the end of this section, which is summarised in Table 4.
5.1. Task Generation
Task generation refers to the process of obtaining a set of tasks upon
which a classification is based. Such a definition is most fitting
when applied to taxonomies, where a set of items are collected and
then organised. We expand this idea to include the process by which
the dimensions of conceptual approaches are obtained. Schulz et
al. [SNHS13] describe a number of common approaches to obtain-
ing recurring visualisation tasks, including surveying individuals,
observing visualisation users, and inferring from existing visualisa-
tion systems. In reviewing the literature, we found the most preva-
lent approach to task generation involved literature based methods
(20 of 27 classifications): either involving extant classifications (16
of 27) or deriving tasks from the literature (9 of 27). Extant clas-
sifications may be unified [BM13, SNHS13, SSS∗14, vLFB∗14];
extended (e.g. to a specific data type, [AA06] by [LRAM12]
and [KKC15], or for domain specific purposes, [YKSJ07] by
[RWA∗13]); or—most commonly—used to derive, or cited as influ-
encing, the task categories [LPP∗06,VPF06,YKSJ07,GZ09,Suo09,
SNHS13, SP13, PPS14], with a small number making use of theo-
retical works from across a wider range of disciplines, such as HCI
and cognitive science e.g. [GZ09, LS10, BM13, SP13]. Tasks can
be derived from the literature by reviewing: existing systems and
techniques for the tasks which they support [CR96,YKSJ07,GZ09,
MMP09,SP13,APS14,AMA∗14]; problems addressed in the liter-
ature [WL90,YKSJ07]; tasks utilised in user evaluations [LPP∗06];
or studies examining users’ visual analytic behaviour [GZ09]. Far
less common were the use of empirical methods to elicit tasks (8
of 27 classifications), including interviews with domain experts
(either in a single domain [MMP09, Rot13], or across multiple
domains [BSIM14]); surveys of those familiar with visualisation
[AES05]; observational studies of people using visualisation sys-
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Figure 1: Task generation: summary of methods, threats to validity, and approaches for mitigating threats.
tems [GZ09, VPF06]; reviews of commercial systems [YKSJ07];
and expert reviews of the resultant classification to find missing
tasks [APS14].
Finally, authors frequently draw on their existing knowledge of
literature, systems, and practices when constructing classifications.
Two of the papers we reviewed explicitly acknowledge this (draw-
ing on “new thinking” [BM13], or the author’s experience [Suo09]),
but many more likely do this implicitly, including the three papers
which did not specify the means by which their tasks were gener-
ated [AS05,HS12,Shn96]: especially likely given their inclusion of
extensive reference to the literature.
5.1.1. Task Generation: threats to validity
The two main threats at this stage are (1) gathering the wrong tasks
(2) gathering an incomplete set of task. These threats arise in dif-
ferent ways depending on the method used.
The threats to validity when gathering tasks reported in the liter-
ature or via empirical methods such as interviews and observations
are the same threats encountered at the task gathering stage of the
design process, and thus the problems are well documented.
Relying on tasks reported in the literature requires a certain level
of understanding of domain terminology on the classification con-
structor’s part (who is likely to be a visualisation researcher), and/or
a similar problem having already been tackled in the visualisation
literature (which preferably would include a clear characterisation
of the problem; however, as noted by Munzner [Mun09] problem
characterisation papers are somewhat lacking in the visualisation
literature).
Talking to domain experts has a number of difficulties associ-
ated with it. In practical terms, access to domain experts may be
limited in terms of the their availability [SA15]. Relying on ex-
perts from a single domain may also skew the set of tasks to-
wards that of the represented domain [KKC15], a problem if the
resultant classification is intended for more generic use. A more
general, well-known issue in HCI and psychology is that people
find it difficult to accurately introspect about their needs and ar-
ticulate them [Mun09, SMM12]. This difficulty is compounded
when developing task classifications for Exploratory Data Anal-
ysis, where the purpose is exploration, and the potential analyti-
cal tasks involved in the exploration are not necessarily known at
outset [AA06, FWSN08]. Keeping discussions focussed on tasks
(rather than visual solutions) can be an issue [SMM12], while the
gap in understanding of terminology used by domain experts, may
also be a factor during such discussions.
Relying on tasks generated by those familiar with visualisation,
as opposed to domain experts (as per the strategy of Amar et al.
[AES05] who surveyed visualisation students to generate a set of
analysis tasks) may also result in wrong or missing tasks. Indeed
Amar et al. reflect on whether they would have obtained a different
set of tasks had they surveyed professional analysts.
Observational strategies require that working methods be ob-
served e.g. observing the domain expert using an existing visual-
isation system or some other tool; however, this requires that at
least some method for tackling the problem already exists, which
may not be the case for novel problems. Where systems do exist,
researchers must still be careful to establish that the problem be-
ing tackled is indeed the right one. Moreover, the inherent lack of
access to the internal mental processes of participants during fly-
on-the-wall observation techniques makes observing the cognitive
tasks which they are performing difficult, (although contextual en-
quiry, where the researcher interrupts to ask questions during the
observation, may overcome some of this difficulty) [SMM12].
While we are unable to offer any new strategies for mitigating
these known threats, adopting a multi-strand approach to task gath-
ering may be one way to reduce the chances of gathering the wrong
or an incomplete set of tasks upon which to base a task classifica-
tion. Downstream evaluation of the resulting classification (using
approaches such as those outlined in Section 6) may also highlight
problems at this stage.
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Finally, the principle of ‘garbage in, garbage out’ applies where
the categories of extant classifications are used as the basis for con-
structing a classification: the validity of the resultant classification
will be affected by the methods involved in constructing the orig-
inal classifications. Those which have not been validated during
construction or evaluated in a final form may contain errors which
could be propagated to future classifications. Downstream evalua-
tion of the resultant classification is therefore necessary where ex-
tant classifications are the basis for construction.
5.2. Categorisation
In the taxonomic approach, once tasks are gathered, some method
of establishing meaningful categories is required. In 13 of the 27
classifications we reviewed, a set of tasks were gathered either from
the literature or through empirical means. Of these, only five re-
ported the method of categorisation employed when grouping the
tasks. These included identifying common characteristics and uses
of techniques and abstracting beyond the details of particular im-
plementations [SP13]; an iterative coding process [BSIM14]; affin-
ity diagramming [AES05, YKSJ07]; and card sorting with domain
experts [Rot13].
5.2.1. Categorisation: threats to validity
The two main threats at the stage of classification construction are
incorrect and missing task categories. These threats arise from two
directions: upstream, from the set of items collected at the task gen-
eration stage, and at the current stage, from the method by which
categorisation is performed.
In terms of upstream threats, the threat to validity may be prop-
agated from the task generation stage, i.e. where the wrong or an
incomplete set of tasks is collected, categories based on these items
are likely to be flawed. Similarly, where classifications are con-
structed from the categories of extant classifications which have not
been evaluated, any issues with the original classifications will po-
tentially be propagated to the classification being developed. These
threats may be mitigated by carrying out validation at the task gen-
eration stage, or identified during downstream evaluation of the fi-
nal classification.
In terms of threats at the categorisation stage, when carrying out
a taxonomic procedure, determining what constitutes ‘similarity’
between tasks can be a non-trivial problem, particularly where tasks
are drawn from across a range of application domains and may be
specified inconsistently (i.e. with respect to Rind et al.’s [RAW∗15]
distinctions: at different levels of composition, abstraction and even
in terms of actions vs objectives). Reasoning about similarities and
differences between tasks often requires some level of abstraction.
As Munzner [Mun14] notes when discussing abstraction in the vi-
sualisation design process, apparent differences between tasks are
often misleading as “...there are a lot of similarities in what peo-
ple want to do once you strip away the surface language differ-
ences” [Mun14, p 43-44]. The use of systematic methods such as
iterative coding, affinity diagramming, and card sorting techniques
(as outlined in the studies mentioned above) are one way to mitigate
against producing the wrong categories; Bailey [Bai94] offers a tax-
onomy of clustering techniques along with useful guidance on as-
sessing the possible methods. Some of the evaluative methods iden-
tified by McKenna et al. [MMAM14] for the ‘understand’ activity
of their design activity framework could also be of potential use at
this stage in the construction process. However, consideration also
needs to be given to who is carrying out these processes. In many
cases, we found that categorisation was performed by the classifi-
cation constructors (normally visualisation researchers). While this
may be a valid approach (in many cases the intended users of the re-
sultant classification are visualisation researchers), reasoning about
similarities and differences amongst domain tasks may best be per-
formed by domain experts.
One further threat to the potential usefulness of a classification
is its structure, in terms of the granularity (size of categories), com-
plexity, and depth (levels in a hierarchy) of categories. While we
did not find any discussion of these aspects in our review of the
literature, they are of interest in other disciplines which develop
classifications (such as biology and information management). In
terms of granularity, use of wide categories may have the advan-
tage of producing a simpler classification with fewer categories,
but may group together tasks with important distinctions (for exam-
ple, where the classification is intended for use in a task-technique
mapping, grouping tasks widely may result in difficulty in find-
ing techniques supporting the full range of tasks). Kerracher et
al. [KKC15] warn that during the task categorisation processes,
subtle yet important distinctions between tasks may be lost, and
less commonly occurring, but important, ‘corner case’ tasks may
be discarded. Their use of matrix structures from which multiple
categories can be derived is one attempt to overcome this problem.
Meanwhile, narrow categories can result in the opposite problem—
creating an overly complex structure by differentiating sets of tasks
which could meaningfully be grouped together. Similarly, classifi-
cations which employ a hierarchical structure may wish to consider
the depth and complexity of their structure. While other research
areas have developed rules (such as ensuring consistency in depth
to promote a ‘balance’ to the hierarchy, easing predictability when
browsing and navigating the structure [Hla14], or limiting the depth
of the hierarchy, as in the (now outdated) ‘3 click rule’ for design-
ing web navigation), the potential effect of hierarchical structure
has not been considered when developing task classifications. The
optimal structure of a classification will likely depend very much
on individual circumstances and intended use. Downstream valida-
tion of the resultant classification for the intended purpose and with
the intended group of end users (such as that performed by Ahn et
al., [APS14], who evaluated their classification via interviews with
a number of experts from different domains) is therefore very im-
portant.
Finally, where extant categories are combined to either unite,
or improve upon existing classifications, it is important to vali-
date that this has been achieved. In the former case this may be
done by demonstrating that all categories have been subsumed by
the new classification (e.g. Brehmer and Munzner [BM13] map
all extant categories to the categories of their classifications, while
Sacha [SSS∗14] use discussion and illustration to demonstrate how
the extant categories have been incorporated into their framework.)
In the latter case, a discussion of the shortcomings of extant works
and necessary additions helps validate the need for the new classi-
fication. Where additional categories are identified, validating the
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Figure 2: Task categorisation: summary of methods, threats to validity, and approaches for mitigating threats.
Figure 3: Description: summary of methods, threats to validity, and approaches for mitigating threats.
processes involved in their identification may require use of the
methods discussed in this section and also at the task generation
stage.
5.3. Description
Schulz et al. [SNHS13] identify four ways in which visualisation
tasks can be described: verbal, functional, logical, or faceted. They
also note that task descriptions may be hierarchical, allowing larger
tasks to be represented as sequences of smaller subtasks. Almost all
of the task descriptions in the classifications in our survey were ver-
bal. Some, such as Brehmer and Munzner’s [BM13] typology and
Schulz’s task design space [SNHS13], describe tasks in a faceted
manner, in which case the task description is composed of a se-
ries of elementary components. Only the work of Andrienko and
Andrienko [AA06] and the two works extending it ( [KKC15]
and [LRAM12]) offered a functional notation in the work we re-
viewed.
5.3.1. Description: threats to validity
The main threats at this stage of classification construction are am-
biguous or unclear descriptions, and descriptions specified in an
inconsistent manner.
Ambiguous or unclear descriptions can make adoption of a clas-
sification by others more difficult. Kerracher et al. [KKC15] note
that while the use of formal notation avoids ambiguity and allows
highly nuanced distinctions between tasks to be made, it has the
disadvantage that it may be difficult for those unfamiliar with the
notation to read (they include verbal descriptions alongside their
formal notation to overcome this limitation). In a minority of cases,
we noted that some of the verbal descriptions found in our review
were too brief for us to fully grasp the intended meaning of the
category, being only a few words long. We therefore highlight the
format used by Yi et al. [YKSJ07] as an example of good practice
(emphasis added): “To each category, as a title, we assigned a short
identifying name (e.g., Select) and also an illustrative phrase that
captures the essence of the user’s intent in performing the interac-
tion. We describe each category to provide a definition of what it
means and we also include exemplary individual interaction tech-
niques that fall within that category.”
The problem of the overloading of the term “task” is evident
when describing task categories, in that descriptions are not always
specified in a consistent manner. While some of this may stem from
earlier stages in the construction process (e.g. a number of the inter-
action classifications have been accused of conflating actions and
objectives, which may arise at the task generation or categorisa-
tion stages), in order to describe each task category in a consistent
manner, we suggest keeping in mind Rind et al.’s [RAW∗15] dis-
tinctions between actions and objectives, and the varying levels of
abstraction and composition, when constructing task descriptions.
5.4. Conceptual approaches to classification construction
As described earlier, conceptual approaches begin with a set of
conceptual dimensions upon which tasks can be distinguished, and
result in a set of categories which represent concepts rather than
empirical cases. Some means of establishing these dimensions is
therefore required. As outlined in Section 5.1, dimensions are of-
ten gathered from extant classifications, for example, both Schulz
et al.’s [SNHS13] design space and Brehmer and Munzner’s ty-
pology [BM13] draw on previous work to identify the dimensions
of their classifications. An alternative approach is the formal mod-
elling process used by Andrienko and Andrienko [AA06], who ma-
nipulate a metaphorical mathematical function in order to identify
the types of tasks specified by their task typology. As the dimen-
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Figure 4: Conceptual approaches: summary of methods, threats to validity, and approaches for mitigating threats.
sions are established at outset, there is no need for the categorisa-
tion step of the taxonomic approach. However, where dimensions
are gathered in a taxonomic fashion, some means of rationalising
them and establishing which dimensions to include in the classifi-
cation is required. Where categories are derived from extant clas-
sifications, these need to be combined to form the new system. We
found that the process used to synthesise extant classifications is
rarely reported, although how the resultant classification fits with
those on which it is based is sometimes discussed and/or illus-
trated. Some form of description of the resultant categories is still
required, therefore the discussion in Section 5.3 is relevant. For de-
sign spaces, the combination of choices along each dimension often
serve to suitably define the category.
5.4.1. Conceptual approaches: threats to validity
There are two main threats to validity for conceptual approaches:
missing categories and reification.
While formal modelling approaches are able to claim complete-
ness with respect to the model used [AA06], the classification is
only as comprehensive as the model or dimensions upon which it
is based. As discussed in Section 5.1.1, where extant categories
are utilised, consideration needs to be given to their provenance.
Downstream evaluation of the comprehensiveness of the resulting
classification using approaches such as those outlined in Section 6
may highlight problems with missing or inappropriate categories.
Conceptual approaches also face a unique threat to validity: the
question of whether the tasks are in fact ‘real world’, as opposed
to constructs of the process employed. Bailey [Bai94] refers to this
as the problem of “reification”, where theoretical constructs that
do not exist empirically are ‘reified’ and treated as ‘real’ empirical
entities. Providing concrete examples goes someway to mitigating
this threat, however, validating the real world nature of tasks is a
tricky problem, which we discuss further in Section 6.2.
6. Existing evaluation practices
In our review we found that evaluation of task classifications was
in general rather lacking. Our definition of evaluation was broad, in
that we considered any discussion regarding the limitations of the
classification or its relation to other works to be a form of evalua-
tion. Yet 9 of the 27 papers we reviewed offered no explicit evalua-
tion. In many cases, where discussions were included, these reflec-
tions were brief and unsystematic (they were perhaps not intended
to serve the purpose of evaluation). The vast majority of evaluations
in our review were discussion based (either discussions of limita-
tions, discursive comparisons with extant classifications, or discus-
sion in relation to some predefined evaluative criteria (see Section
6.2)). Only 8 papers used an empirical approach, such as use of the
classification in the design or evaluation of systems, or testing it
with domain experts. While discussions are a valid form of assess-
ment, the brevity and lack of rigour in some indicate that this topic
could benefit from more attention.
In the following discussion we divide evaluation strategies ac-
cording to what they seek to evaluate: the method of construction,
properties of the classification (descriptive powers, comprehensive-
ness, real world nature of tasks, syncretism, usability), and use of
the classification (in the design and evaluation processes). These
latter two strategies are of course not entirely distinct, as through
evaluating the use of the classification, authors often seek to evalu-
ate the fundamental properties of the classification. Finally, we dis-
cuss adoption rates as an additional method of evaluation. While
reviewing the literature we also noted a distinction in evaluation
practices between classifications which seek to improve upon ex-
tant classifications (and thus the need to evaluate in relation to other
works in order to demonstrate some comparative advantage) and
those which seek to unify extant works (which need to demonstrate
that they have the ability to capture all aspects of extant classifica-
tions). We summarise this discussion in Table 5.
6.1. Evaluation of construction method
While we have identified the threats to validity and potential valida-
tion approaches at each stage of classification construction (Section
5), these were not widely cited in the literature we reviewed. One
exception is Kerracher et al. [KKC15] who provide a detailed cri-
tique of the method employed in constructing their classification
in comparison to alternative approaches as one means of evaluat-
ing their classification. Several papers also reflect on the construc-
tion method when discussing the limitations and advantages of their
work. Roth et al. [Rot13] suggest that the empirically-derived na-
ture of their framework makes it ecologically valid, and therefore
offers advantages over other works. Amar et al. [AS05] reflect on
the limitations of using student questions as the basis of their clas-
sification, while Brehemer et al. [BSIM14] acknowledge the limita-
tions of using interviews to gather task sequences, noting that their
classification may be incomplete due to sampling or observer bias.
Wehrend and Lewis [WL90] consider the rigour with which their
categories were selected, and whether an abstract mathematical ap-
proach would provide a “cleaner” analysis.
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Figure 5: Aspects of task classifications which can be evaluated and associated evaluation strategies
6.2. Evaluation of classification properties
Let us first consider the fundamental properties of a classification
that we found to be subject to evaluation. Two papers explicitly
validate their classification in relation to a set of pre-identified cri-
teria. Yi et al. [YKSJ07] discuss their classification with respect
to Beaudouin-Lafon’s [BL04] dimensions to evaluate interaction
models - descriptive power, evaluative power, and generative pow-
ers (which relates to use in the design process). Sedig and Par-
sons’ [SP13] consider their classification in relation to four char-
acteristics: syncretic (its ability to unify previously disconnected
ideas), general (in its level of abstraction and applicability), com-
prehensive (in terms of coverage), and generative (in relation to use
in design process and guiding future research). Ahn et al. [APS14]
design an empirical evaluation in which they seek to validate com-
prehensiveness (task coverage); ease of use; precision (descriptive
power); use in task organisation and clarification; and use in task
discovery (as a generative method).
As mentioned, we consider evaluation with respect to use of the
classification (e.g. in the design and evaluation processes) sepa-
rately from the evaluation of properties. Beyond the papers men-
tioned above, descriptive powers and comprehensiveness were also
the main properties evaluated more widely in the literature. We also
found verifying the existence of tasks in the “real world”, and us-
ability of the classification to be of interest.
Evaluating descriptive powers: the fundamental purpose of a
classification system is to use a common language to be able to de-
scribe the full range of tasks in a consistent way. A common method
to evaluate this ability is to use the classification to describe a set of
known tasks and check that they can all be adequately captured. Ex-
amples include using the classification to describe the tasks which
can be supported by an existing system [AS05, SSS∗14]; those
common to a specific domain [SNHS13] or identified by domain
experts [APS14]; or sequences of tasks carried out by users of vi-
sualisation systems [VPF06]. Brehmer and Munzner [BM13] go
one step further by explicitly comparing their classification’s abil-
ity to describe a sequence of tasks supported by an extant system,
with task descriptions generated by other classifications. Thus they
are also able to demonstrate how their classification overcomes the
shortcomings of others in terms of its ability to describe.
Evaluating comprehensiveness: a classification’s ability to cap-
ture all possible tasks is in many respects related to its descrip-
tive powers. However, to evidence that a classification is complete
is rather difficult; as per the problem of induction, we are always
just one task away from finding a case which our classification
cannot cover. It is particularly difficult to demonstrate when the
taxonomy is intended to be useful across multiple domains, with
a wide range of possible tasks. Additionally, classifications may
not be able to capture tasks specified at multiple levels of com-
position (i.e. high or low level tasks). Discussions relating to lim-
itations often seek to demarcate the limits of the claimed com-
prehensiveness of a framework e.g. with regards to tasks omit-
ted or those that lie outwith the intended scope of the classifi-
cation e.g. [SNHS13, AES05, BSIM14]. While not showing com-
pleteness, demonstrating that the developed classification is able
to cover more tasks than extant frameworks is one form of valida-
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tion e.g. [KKC15], (although [SNHS13] highlight the difficulties
in comparing task classifications, including that categories which
have been separated out in one work may be mixed in another, or
authors may have fundamentally different ideas about what a task
is). Similar to the evaluation strategy outlined with regard to de-
scriptive powers, mapping a large set of tasks e.g. from problems
identified in the literature to the task categories [WL90], may also
go some way to demonstrate task coverage. Finally, where formal
modelling approaches have been employed in the classification’s
constructions, a formal proof can be used to demonstrate compre-
hensiveness of the classification, at least with respect to the chosen
model [AA06].
Evaluating “real world” nature of tasks: Classifications de-
veloped using formal modelling techniques e.g. [AA06, KKC15,
LRAM12], or design spaces, where all possible permutations
of tasks are generated by combining dimensions, e.g. [APS14,
SNHS13], leave open the question of whether the generated cat-
egories are merely constructs of the formal process or are in fact
representative of ‘real world’ tasks. Validation of such frameworks
may therefore involve establishing that the tasks are indeed real
world tasks. This type of validation is usually dealt with in the liter-
ature by providing illustrative concrete examples for each possible
category of abstract task.The most comprehensive example is prob-
ably Andrienko and Andrienko [AA06] who include several data
scenarios from different domains which they use to provide exam-
ples to illustrate most of the possible iterations of tasks generated
by their modelling approach. Sedig and Parsons [SP13] offer ex-
amples of existing tools which implement each of their patterns in
order to evidence the existence and necessity of each pattern in the
real world. However, few frameworks offer an example task for ev-
ery possible permutation of their model. Evaluating the real world
nature of tasks can therefore prove tricky. Simply because we can-
not readily think of a concrete example of a task category, it does
not mean that it is not a real task, albeit perhaps exclusive to a par-
ticular domain or niche analysis scenario: Schulz et al. [SNHS13]
note that “what looks like an inconsistency in the design space may
actually be just a very creative and unusual combination of design
choices” For the more extensive frameworks, examples may need to
be drawn from multiple domains to cover all possible tasks, which
may require input from multiple domain experts.
Evaluating syncretism: for classifications which seek to unite ex-
tant classifications, it is important to show that extant categories
can be subsumed under the proposed system. Often the categories
are compared through discursive methods e.g. [SSS∗14], some-
times highlighting the advantages of the proposed classification
[vLFB∗14]. A more rigorous approach is to explicitly map the
categories of extant frameworks to those of the proposed frame-
work [BM13]. The resulting mapping not only shows where the
categories sit, but reveals which categories are under- and over-
represented in previous works.
Evaluating usability: Ahn et al. [APS14] is the only paper we
reviewed which assesses the use of the classification by someone
other than the classification developer, allowing them to evaluate its
usability. They do so as part of their empirical study which involves
interviews with domain experts.
6.3. Evaluation of usage
While a wide range of usage scenarios for task classifications have
been identified (see Section 4), and envisaged uses of the developed
classification are often outlined in detail e.g. [BSIM14, BM13],
only a few papers evaluate their classifications directly with respect
to their intended usage.
Use in the design process: Two papers include empirical eval-
uations of use in domain characterisation and abstraction. Ahn et
al. [APS14] use interviews to explore the use of their classification
as a generative method when establishing tasks of interest to do-
main experts, and its ability to help them organise, describe and
clarify their tasks. Schulz et al. [SNHS13] report on a use case
with domain experts. They use their classification to characterise
and organise the tasks, establishing the most common and impor-
tant tasks. Having also characterised existing tools according to the
tasks that they support, they are able to select tools which are able to
support the identified tasks. Other studies report more generally on
the use of their classification in guiding the design process. Amar
and Stasko [AS05] demonstrate the use of their framework in a
hypothetical design scenario, in order to illustrate its use as a “sys-
tematic basis for thinking about and identifying issues in the data
set”. However, they do not develop (and therefore cannot evaluate)
the system. Wehrend and Lewis [WL90] used their catalogue to
develop a visualisation, presumably using it to select appropriate
techniques for inclusion (they do not give a detailed report regard-
ing its use in the design process). They do not formally evaluate the
resulting representation, but conclude that it “appears to be an im-
provement over earlier representations designed in an ad hoc man-
ner”. This highlights one difficulty with this kind of validation, in
that it can be difficult to say to what extent the classification was
useful in guiding the design. For example, had the design process
proceeded without the use of the classification, would the resulting
system have been any different, or in some way less good?
Two papers, [GZ09] and [vLFB∗14] - both concerned with ana-
lytical provenance - directly implement their classifications in the
design of a system in order to track users’ analytical processes.
Gotz and Zhou [GZ09] seek feedback from developers regarding
the ease of implementing the model, and interview analysts who
used the system with regard to how well it aligned with their men-
tal models.
Use in evaluation: while we have identified many ways in which
task classifications can be used in evaluations (indeed, this is of-
ten cited as the primary motivation/purpose for their development),
we found only one type of evaluation scenario included in the
body of work we reviewed: using the classification to charac-
terise extant systems, then compare them according to task sup-
port [AS05, SNHS13, SSS∗14, AMA∗14, LPP∗06]. Sacha et al.
[SSS∗14] also include a variation of this scenario, where they use
their classification to assess a visual analytics system in terms of
how it supports different aspects of their classification. This allows
them to point to shortcomings and areas for improvement in the
system’s design.
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6.4. Evaluation with respect to adoption
One final evaluation strategy identified in the literature is that of
adoption rates: Heer and Shneiderman [HS12] suggest validation
via “community feedback, critique and refinement”. The adoption,
evolution, and demise of task classifications ‘in the wild’, may pro-
vide significant information about their descriptive abilities, com-
prehensiveness, usefulness, and usability. Where limitations in task
coverage are encountered, classifications are often adapted or ex-
tended (e.g. the extension of the Andrienko framework [AA06] to
temporal data [LRAM12] or temporal graph data [KKC15]), uni-
fied, or new classifications are developed. Where task classifica-
tions are found not to be useful they are likely to be superseded.
Even where a classifications may offer better descriptive abilities
or more comprehensive task coverage, in the busy world of visu-
alisation research, classifications which are easy to understand and
require little learning overhead may be more likely to succeed.
7. Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we have reviewed the task classification literature in
relation to classification construction methods and current evalua-
tion practices. We identified the various approaches to construction
at each of the stages and the associated threats to validity. For each
of these threats we highlight potential strategies for their mitigation.
We also discussed the evaluation strategies appearing the literature,
organising them according to what aspect of the classification they
address: construction method, general properties of the classifica-
tion, or usage scenarios.
We anticipate that this work will be of particular use to task clas-
sification developers when considering appropriate approaches to
constructing and evaluating their classifications. It may also be of
use as a reference to reviewers of papers reporting on task clas-
sification development and potential adopters of classifications, in
making judgements about the validity and utility of the classifica-
tion.
Based on the discussions reported in this paper, we make the
following recommendations:
In order to develop a robust classification, during construction
we recommend consideration of the relative advantages and disad-
vantages of the various strategies possible at each stage and em-
ployment of appropriate methods to validate them, in addition to
downstream evaluation of the final classification. Importantly, we
highlight the need for classification developers to report on the con-
struction methods and corresponding validation approaches used
when presenting their work, in order to assist readers and potential
classification adopters make informed judgements with regard to
the rigour and validity of the construction approach and resultant
classification.
With regard to evaluation practices, one limitation of our work is
its focus on extant evaluation practices, which we generally found
to be rather lacking. Thus, while we have highlighted good prac-
tices where we found them, we are unable to offer fully prescrip-
tive guidance based on our review of the extant task classification
literature. While our primary recommendation is the need for in-
clusion of evaluation when developing task classifications (in the
same way that this would be expected when developing a visual-
isation system), we also recommend that further consideration to
needs to be given to appropriate strategies for evaluating task clas-
sifications. Finally, we again highlight the need for better reporting
practices with regard to evaluation. We recommend that classifica-
tion developers report on both the evaluation strategy adopted and
clearly identify which aspect(s) of the classification their evaluation
approach intends to target. We anticipate that our identification of
the different aspects of task classifications which can potentially be
evaluated will be of benefit here.
While a large number of task classifications were included in
our review, we are aware that the list on which it was based was
not intended by the original authors to be exhaustive. It is there-
fore possible that we may have found additional use cases, con-
struction methods, or evaluation practices by including additional
works. However, a consistent set of practices and themes emerged
from the work that we did include. We also limited our review to
the papers specifically reporting on the development of a task clas-
sification. Many of the suggested use cases offered in the papers
(particularly with respect to evaluation scenarios) were not actu-
ally demonstrated in these papers. By surveying the literature more
widely to include papers which cite—and more specifically, adopt
and use—these classifications, we may gain further information re-
garding the uses and usefulness of these works to the community.
However, an initial review of citations relating to two of the publi-
cations (one older [AS05] and one more recent [APS14]), revealed
very limited uptake with regard to the intended purposes of the clas-
sifications, such as employment in the design and evaluation pro-
cesses. Instead, they were more frequently cited as examples of rel-
evant extant classifications. Finally, we purposefully restricted our
review to task classifications; however, as mentioned in our intro-
duction, the penchant for classification in the visualisation commu-
nity does not end with tasks; authors have sought to organise many
other aspects relating to visualistion, including classifying visuali-
sation tools and techniques, interaction approaches, data types, vi-
sual encodings, input methods, and evaluation strategies, amongst
others. A wider review of the use of classification in visualisation,
similar in structure to this paper and covering the benefits to the
community, uses, construction methods, and evaluation practices,
could offer a useful contribution to the movement towards formal-
ising visualisation practices, and is planned for our future work.
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